
QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
MODEL 1555 (832 Style Keypad)

Arming: Enter [4 digit code]. [], [0] if Quick Arming is available.

Disarming: Enter [4 digit code].

Entry Delay Off : Enter [], [9], [4 digit code]. This will arm the entire system in “Night Arm” and 
take away the entry delay time from all doors making them instant.  The Motion  
Detectors will be off. The red armed light will flash the entire time the system is 
in this mode.    OR

                                    Enter [*], [9], [4 digit code], [*], [1].  This will do the same as above except that 
the Motion Detectors will be on. The red armed light will flash the entire time the 
system is in this mode.

Zone Bypassing: Enter [], [1], [Two digit Zone number(s) (01-08) you want bypassed], [#].  Then 
arm the system.  When system is disarmed all bypassed zones will reset to 
normal.

Additional Codes: Enter [], [5], [4 digit master code], [Two digit code slot 01-32], [enter 4 digit 
code desired for that slot].  To change codes repeat steps above.  To erase a code 
repeat steps above except enter [*] instead of a 4 digit code.  To leave this mode 
enter [#].

Door Chimes: Hold “Chime” Button on keypad down for two seconds.

Fire Reset: To silence the siren enter [#], [4 digit code].  The fire circuit will need to be reset.  
To reset the fire circuit hold the “Reset” button on the keypad down for two 
seconds.

Alarm Memory: After every alarm the “Memory” light on the keypad will be on.  To find out 
which zone was in alarm press [*], [3].  One or more of the zone lights will come 
on to indicate which zone was in alarm.  The “Memory” light will stay on until 
system is rearmed.

System Testing: Call the monitoring station at (800) 631-2299, give them your account # and 
passcode.  Tell them you want your system on test for about 15 minutes.  Set off 
the alarm for about 20 seconds, disarm with your 4 digit code and then call the 
monitoring station to make sure your signals were received.

Smoke Testing: Call the monitoring station at (800) 631-2299, give them your account # and 
passcode.  Tell them you want your system on test for about 15 minutes.  Now 
blow smoke into the smoke detector, maybe with a cigarette or something and it 
should set off the alarm.  Let it go for about 20 seconds, disarm with your 4 digit 
code and then call the monitoring station to make sure your signals were received.

Change Mastercode: Enter [], [5], [Old Master Code], [40], [New Master Code], [#].

System Clock: Enter [], [6], [Master Code], [1], [Military Time], [Date], [#], [#].


